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Of making many books-- ,
there is no end; r I' '
"
And much study is
'
flesh.
is a weariness of the
Ecclesiastes 12:12

Play up! Play up!
And play the game!
Sir Henry Newbolt
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Women Athletes Begin Battle to
Rights
Retain
Self-Governan- ce

by Dianna Troyer
While 400 prospectwe students
arrived on campus last weekend, a
group of women and men had just
finished drawing up plans for a
rr-'-
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battle. During the A.I.D.
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POISED IN MID-AI- R
after slamming one across the net, senior
volleyball player, Mary LeSourd shows a winning form. Photo by
Roger PelagalS. '
.

Women Athletes Advocate
Program But Cite Problems
by Martha Oesch
Women's athletics is "one of the
most important aspects of my life
at Wooster." states senior Mary
Levine. Levine, who is now an
assistant basketball coach, voices a
sentiment many women athletes at
Wooster feel.
In the last decade, the number of
women participating in sports has
nearly doubled at Wooster. according to Nan Nichols women's
athletic director. The increase can
be contributed in part to Title IX
which defined ten broad areas for
equal opportunity in schools. At
Wooster. the impact can be seen in
the increase of varsity sports since
1972, with first swimming and
lacrosse, then followed by Softball
in 78 and cross country, indoor
track and track and field in 80.
of Wooster
With
women participating in sports,
women athletes have their choice
of 10 sports. The advancement of
women's athletics at Wooster owes
much to the work of the WAA
(Women's Athletic Association)
and. Maria "Doc" Sexton, tennis
coach and one of three women in
the nation who started AIAW- - When vans aren't available for a
women's team, the WAA rounds
up transportation and bears the
cost. "Doc" Sexton
along with other women athletes
that Wooster is at least 15 years
ahead of many schools in male
.

18-2- 0
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.

firmly-believ- es.

'

attitudes toward women and

-

women's sports programming. She
attributes much of this to the male
coaches and their support. One of

Doc's" many, admirers is Levine
who says, "I think she's really an
incredible lady."
The majority (of the men
coaches) are concerned with
athletics as a whole, not caring
whether it's masculine or feminine." says Kris Leslie a sophomore softball and volleyball player,
adding that some male coaches still
perpetuate strong female stereo
types Women athletes cite the
need for a better understanding in
the community toward women's

sports. Leslie comments that
there is a "big difference between
being feminine and aggressive.
You can be both feminine and
aggressive at the same time and a
lot of men don't realize that"
While actively supportive of the
women's sports program, the
women athletes are acutely aware
of the discrepancies between the
women's and men's programs. The
first form of discrimination most
women athletes point to is recruitment methods.
According to Nichols, women's
athletics has only been doing active
years compared
recruiting for
years for the men. Letters
to 20-3are sent by some women coaches
to high school seniors who qualify
both academically and athletically.
No athletic - scholarships are
given" at . Division HI schools,
however, many women, from
talking with other male athletes?
believe .that often men receive
monetary incentives under "the
guise of padded financial", aid
'
packages.conf onpg 4'
.
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The governing board for
women's athletic programs, The
Association
of Intercollegiate
Athletics -- For Women (AIAW)
wants to remain the AIAW and not
become a part of the. men's
governing board for collegiate
athletic programs, the NCAA.
When the NCAA meets in
January in Miami Beach Jor a
conference, the representatives
from member institutions will be
voting to rescind a motion made
last year, to. initiate programs for
women on Division II and III
schools. College of Wooster
representative, AI Van- - Wie will
vote according to Wooster's.

.'

incorporate women's athletic
programs with men's.
7
Leading off the conference Dr.
Ginny Hunt, ethics and eligibility
chairperson for AIAW, explained
the differences between the AIAW
and NCAA philosophies. AIAW
emphasizes the importance of an

competent.

athletic program should
supplement a student's

experiences in
fostering growth and maturity, she
explained.
Hunt also noted that the AIAW
features an appeals system for

.

represented while NCAA
structures do. not
allow for such student
governance

representation.

'
by Jake Reiter
Great Decisions '81 is an
upcoming panel discussion and
open forum in which current world
issues and global relationships will
be examined. United States and
Soviet relations. South Africa, and
United States international industrial competitiveness are just
several of the topics included in
this program.
The discussion series will begin
on Jan. 15 and continue for eight
consecutive Thursday evenings in
the Lean Lecture Room. A panel
consisting of a Wooster student,
one faculty member, and a
will open and lead discussions of a new foreign policy topic
each week. Several discussions will
also include field experts from
various civil service and governmental agencies. For example' the
"China After Normalization" discussion will be mediated by a
Foreign Service Representative
and a member of A.LD. will attend
the "Food Humanities Need"
towns-perso-

AIAW

governing structure may have
helped boost the associations
membership. Hunt noted that
membership increased from 280 in"
1971 to over 950. in 1980. The
growth in membership was due
solely to the women's efforts to
provide the best program for
members. "We proved we had the

our own

competitive structures and should
be given the opportunity to
continue to do so," she said.
"And why does the NCAA wish
(to initiate programs for women m
lits Division H and III schools!" Ur.

the NCAA is fighting
implementation of Title IX,
implying
that the NCAA is
unconcerned about the best;
interests of women athletes.
If NCAA and AIAW formed one
organization,-- the role of women in

'

would diminish.
Only 20 percent of the seats on
major' dedsioriVnaking commit-tee- s
would be guaranteed to
decision-makin-

g

women.

--

NCAA would also

A

continue a one school, one vote
policy. In most cases1 the

representatives from the
--

institutions are men: Men would
be voting on behalf of women's
programs and may not represent
.
women's interests.'
Finally on Saturday morning Dr.
Charlotte West, AIAW President
in 1978. spoke of "The Charge to
Action!". To combat the NCAA
efforts, she suggested contacting
the president of institutions, or
trustees or athletic directors, so
they would know theAIAW wants

'

:

--

to remain an .independent'

governing- - body. Then- - when
.

the

meets 'in January,

--

d

-

Discussion Series Provides Chance
To Deal with Foreign Policy Topics

students to question eligibility
ruling in extenuating circunv
stances.' Women athletes are
guaranteed a due process, the
right to be heard. The right to
express opinions is manifest in the
structure of the AIAW governing
board, too. AIAW. allows two
students from each member
institution to have' full voting
privileges. AIAW athletes are
permitted to participate in policy
making decisions and are fairly

heatures ot the

:;.

y

to include women's programs with
:
men's.
saying in "
"Like the age-olAmerica,' a governing board must
have the consent of the governed.
The NCAA does not have ours,"
said West.

.

educational

study-Currentl-

hopefully representatives would
vote to rescind the earlier motion

After noting the philosophy and
finances, of the ' AIAW, Margo
Polivy, AIAW attorney, explained
the legal rights of women's
athletics programs. In 1972
Congress . passed the Equal
Education Act. Under Title Nine of
the Act, equal opportunity had to

educational
athlete, achieving
goals as well as athletic goals. An

to guide

NCAA

three-quarter- s

women's wishes, to not

ability

fiscally

.

their identity in women's collegiate
athletics and their right to

l-

be provided to athletes regardless
of sex, in areas from locker room
facilities and medical services to
loans,- - scholarships and work

multi-millio- n

Conference (Athletes Influencing
Direction), four women spoke of.
their common cause, to retain
self-governan-

Christine Grant, AIAW President,
explained possible motives and
the NCAA plan for the AIAW. In a
lecture1 Friday morning she noted
that AIAW recently signed a
dolar contract with
NBC and pointed out that
women's athletics is growing. She
implied that the NCAA wants to
dominate
this growing field,
reaping benefits of AIAW. Others
would contest her argument,
noting that national championships lose money and the AIAW's
recent growth would not motivate
the NCAA to include women's
programs with men's programs.
Grant claimed the bottom line at
institutions is money. The AIAW
she claimed offers a prudent
financial alternative to NCAA's
model of governance of men's
athletics. "Over 69 percent of all
men's athletic programs do not
pay for themselves, and 81 percent
of Division I schools lose money to
the tune of a half to
of a million dollars year." She cited
a 70 percent increase in air fares
and increased gasoline prices as
reasons contributing to deficit
budgets in athletic programs. The
AIAW, on the other hand, never- faced a financial crisis and is

n

-

'

',

discussion.

.

To become involved in the
Great Decisions, program, it. is
important, that interested persons
buy the book Great Decisions '81
($4.00) which deals with the topics

that will, be discussed. Great:
Decisions '81 is published by the
Foreign Affairs Association and .
may be ordered through Gordon '
Schull or Richard An (Box 1049).
Ordering should be done before
the end of the fall term so that
books may be processed over
break. Students, as well as faculty, v
are being asked to serve on the
panel and to join m: on the weekly
'
discussions.
- r.'
Julia Blanc hard," a. Wooster
College Trustee and Great De- - ' ,
cisions representative, in coordina-tiowith Professor Gordon Schull
and the. International Curriculum
Committee will be sponsoring this
'.

,

--

n

informative ,and participatory

--

program. Great Decisions 'is a
program that is-- sponsored by
hundreds of national organization
affiliates, colleges and universities ,. .
V
throughout the United States, .
The program seems to be timely and should be of genuine interest
to the Wooster community. A list
of the topics to be discussed is as
foHowsr The U.S. and the Sovjet
Union. From Cairo to Kabul. China ;.;
After Normalization. South Africa.
Central America and the Caribbean. Food. Made in U.S.A.. and
The World in 1981.
-

.
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Wooster and the World
We Stand a Change?
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With

the A.I.A.W.A.I.D.

conference, sponsored by
W.A.A, the College of Wooster, it
seems that some attention would

was to stimulate student

AIAW and to
involvement
discuss its philosophy, rules, and
issues. The issue of the NCAA
for
establishing championships
women in Divisions 0 and 01 was
irv

only

one

of the concerns

merits. On Saturday. November 1,

members of the Women's
Cross Country team competed in
five

A.I.A.W. Regionals in Wisconsin.
By placing 13 in a field of over 100

knowledge of their accomplish

runners, freshman" Theresa

THE VOICE

DeGuzuman Qualified to' run in
at Seattle, Washington.
As only the top 15 runners are
permitted to run in Nationals, this
was a great achievement. I must

nals

264-123-

say I was extremely disappointed
by the lack of coverage by The
Voice, when the footbau team
received a page and a half. I hope

Editor i Chief
Associate Editor ... 1
News Editor .
Feature Editor .
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

'

v.

Louise A. Blum
Martha Oesch
- Dianna Troyer
Karen McCartney
Dave Bryan
Rodger PelagalE
Jay, West
Pam WeOer
-

'

Margaret Poethig. Robin Wilson, Susan Reid. Hugh CrowelL Timothy
Spence. Eric Johnson. - Desiree Roy. Arlette Pahbson. Karen
Lundstrom. Jake Rerter. Lauren Smith. Al Cleveland. C. CUaa Nelson
Photographers: .
, .
r-Meg Wehrty, Jay West. John Crozier. Enc Johnson -

CEnc1Johson. Lee Merrill. Jim Luce. Peter Havholm. Gordon Stewart.
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The phrase "a good number" is
general and hardly substantive.
Just which members of their
respective institutions are these
following information.
vague presidents speaking for?
governance
1. In the NCAA
. . .
3. The NCAA has hot stated
structure, the Division i anainu
institutions are allowed more that they will bear the expense of
votes than those m Division ui. women's teams andor individuals
competition. AIAW
The AIAW guarantees the equal in
is currently offering 19 National
rights of member institutions
regardless of size or strength of Championship; opportunities for
program by making" their voting women. The NCAA will offer only
power equal. No Division in AIAW five for women in 1981. 4. The NCAA has stated that by
has more or tess power than any
other. I find it both amusing and 1985, if an NCAA institution is also
ironic that the three merwn their an AIAW institution, its men's
tetter admonished the women for teams aridor individuals could be
failure to include representation A ineligible for post-seasocompetition. Does that sound like
from NCAA andor NAIA
conference when their own an organization that is concerned
association does not allow for with student and institutional
"
equal voice within its structure.: (choices?
college
vote
Wooster's
of
5.
.of
2. The actual number
to " the motion to
presidents interested in a single
administrative supervision of establish .championships . for.
cont on pg. 6
athletics needs to be established

discussed.
In response to the points made
in last weeKS lerier, i ouei uns

.

"

post-seaso- n

--

,.

.

n

in-ou- r

record-(oppose-

d

Conference Designed for Awareness
Disadvantages
Facts Show NCAA'screate
support among those

Dear Editor,
:.
The women and men in
attendance at the AIAW A.I.D.
conference held at The College of
Wooster
the
the snorts editor and
7,-community will realize the Wooster, November 6, with and
the
concerned
others
those
aD
by
advancing steps made
it
women's
athleticsfeel
of
women athletes, or any athlete issue
respond
to
the.
necessary
to
who Qualifies to compete m
"Letter to the Editor" concerning
Nationals.
;
the conference which appeared in
How about it. Woo?! .
Karin Hauschild the November 7 issue of The
Box 1764 Voice. The AIAW A.I.D.
conference was designed for the
purpose of creating an awareness,
especially among women-studen- t
athletes, of the AIAW (Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics" for
Dear .Editor:
' The topic of racism and tts Women). If was NOT designed to
practice on this campus was again be a debate between the NCAA
brought to our attention Tuesday (National Collegiate Athletic
nioht via an open forum m the pit Association - the governing body
and although many individuals for men's intercollegiate sports)
took the floor, and voiced their and the. AIAW. The corresopinions, there was but one lone pondence to Ohio Division HI
spokesperson whom . in my institutions made it clear that the
purpose of AIAW A.I.D. was to
cont on pg. 3

Racism Solution
Can Be Simple
-

Et

THEMJ

8

4.

OURSELVES

Nefi& CPS

Dear Editor:
This letter is written in response
to a letter last week criticizing the
lack of representation from the
NCAA and NAIA at the AIAW
"Conference here at The College of
Wooster.
The purpose of the conference

be paid to this conference. I am
referring to the lack of support
given to women athletes. This is in
direct relationship to coverage and

Published weekly dining the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy.
The VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from students,
faculty, administrators, subsenhers. and members of the greater Wooster
community. All correspondence may be addressed to the VOICE. Box
3187. The College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691.
The VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association and the
Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is $10.00 per year for
second class delivery.
Offices of the VOICE are located in Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
ext. 433.

PECENCY AND

ffi

VOICE Neglects A Woman Athlete
Dear Editor,

1T

OF

Nichols Chastises Men's Hypocrisy

--Natio-

.

NERVE GA&'ANP
GERM WARFARE- -

i

donl like this country, why don't you go somewhere eke?" It's
it's been around ever since people first began to examine
question;
an old
the American system and suggest repairing a few of its flaws.
This line of reasoning extends to Wooster as well. (If any line of
reasoning can be said to extend to Wooster.) If you don't like this school,
why don't you transfer? You don't fit in here, anyway. It extends to a lot
of areas. If you don't like it, leave. But don't try to reform. Don't try to
change our government, don't try to upgrade our schools, don't put
down our traditions and our gods, and above all, don't bring any
controversy into our little world. We like it the way it is.
It's a rather dangerous attitude. What do we care about flaws in our
system or discrepancies in our values? It doesn't concern us, the
pampered elite, smug in our 25,000 dollar liberal arts education here in
our little private college nestled among the oak trees, reading Faulkner
and Camus and discoursing on what theologians have been discoursing
on "for centuries". (What, originality? New avenues of thought? Us?!)
"Cynicism" and "bitterness" are certainly dangerous to that
meticulously preserved elitism we've sought so hard to cultivate.
But let's face it, Wooster. We're not an elite any more than the United
States is an elite. The student body here is not exceptional. The faculty
members are not all paragons of brilliance. The administration is not
among the most organized and efficient. We're not a privileged group of
thinkers, despite our crew neck sweaters and our oxford button down
collar shirts and our straight legged, well pressed corduroys.
We have a couple of good athletes. (Yes, Wooster has its priorities.)
We had a Rhodes Scholar a few years back; we can rest on her laurels for
a little while longer. And, well, sometimes we get some essays good
enough to put in thelVoosfer Anthology. Sometimes. Oh, we're up there
all right. But not very far.
Maybe it's time we stopped smothering reform. We could try reworking our curriculum; we could establish a peace studies program,
strengthen our women studies department, follow up on BSA's
suggestion to institute a Black Studies requirement. In fact, we could try
following up on BSA whole report, instead of just shelving it. Eke we did
the last time, after the initial furor wore off. We could work to tenure the
professors we know are good and express our dissatisfaction with those
who are clearly inadequate, instead of watching worthwhile people drift
away while heading back to class with a professor whose only virtue is
longevity. We could demand that our courses bemade more challenging
and the requirements for admission more strenuous (unless, of course,
our need for money is such as to preclude any degree of selectivity). We
could try to make Wooster a college worth attending instead of
encouraging any dissatisfied students to transfer.
"A Place Apart" is an overused phrase and maybe it's time we forgot it.
We're not a place apart. We can try to be; we can push out those "bitter
cynicists" who would mar our cherished image; we can draw ourselves
more securely into the shadows of those ivory towers of our beloved Oak
Grove; we can bury our heads in our books and delude our minds with
token attempts at discussion and dispute. But we can't keep the world at
bay forever. We shouldn't even try. '
Reform is not a horror to be avoided at whatever cost. Change is not
an evil. Cynicism is not ah appalling breach of morality even if it does j
distract us from our cultured aims. Let s wake up and start looking
around us. Maybe the world isn't as good as it seems.
LAB

irrX'orr

concerned with women's athletics
at the college level for the AIAW,
not be
and that the NCAA would
"
officially represented-

-

.

Misters Bruce, Collins and
Guldin cite several points that they

need to be emphasized
Unfortunately.' their arguments
are extremely vaguer and we, as
participants in AIAW A.I.D. and
those concerned with: women's
evwwte too that m rvrrxyr (rr tK
public to make an educated
decision on the matter of the
NCAA's sponsorship of women's
championships, they need all the
feel

facts.

--

.

.

;"

The AIAW has in ten years
grown to have a membership of
over 970 institutions as compared
to NCAA's 520 members. "2. There .exists a basic
1.

the AIAW and NCAA. The AIAW
' cont on pg. 6 '
f
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Spence Appeases "Ladies
Anger Over Reagan Victory

i

One would gather, from what ha hears on this campus, and in this
medium, that the election of Ronald Reagan to lead our nation spells
bigots will be censoring school
d
impending doom. Soon,
texts, women will be enchained, Democratic and third party figures will
exist only in censored memories, and blacks will be paid peanuts while
white folk rob all else.
The fact is, contrary to what readers may have inferred from a couple
of rather deceptive editorials which appeared here last week, those
.doom colored statements are false. Mr. Reagan, Republicans and
conservatives do not represent a "landslide of the moral integrity of the
have it.
nation" as some journalists-woulRather, the election results indicate that the American voters have had
enough, that the voters have lost faith in liberal Democrats who have
failed to provide properly for the populace during their generation of
white-sheete-

d

control

"

.

.

.

In a Voice editorial last week, the American voters were accused of
avoiding the issues of the day and in doing so, escaping the many
problems which face them. They did not. They elected something new,
something offering a ray of hope, not something reactionary. They
realized tfe declining quality of schools. (Why is it, they asked, that
students are so poorly educated when more and more money and more
"and more faculty are poured into school systems when student ranks are
decreasing. Why more or less, and less.) The problem was confronted
and the voters have committed themselves to the people they believe
can solve the Qls. The Reagans and the Quayles offer promise; the
McGovems and the Bayhs despite their good intention offered only
more of what has stagnated the hopes of better schools, a better
economy and a better world.
The sore losers of last week reacted harshly to America's sweeping
Republican victory. Before either party could recover from the shock,
some losers were intent upon destroying the victors with innuendo. Mr.
Reagan, for example, has been accused of supporting a separate
minimum wage for blacks. If you're black, you can expect a minimum
.'wage lower than that for whites.
i Such assertions are made by the sore loser obviously with Ettle
- knowledge .of where Mr. Reagan
stands. Mr. Reagan proposed a
separate minimum wage for underprivileged black and white teenagers
in ghetto areas where few jobs exist or where small businessmen are not
able to pay the current minimum wage. (The system would be similar, for
example, to separate minimum wage provisions for colleges.)
"Everytirne the minimum wage goes up, unemployment among black
teenagers goes up," Mr. Reagan has said. ,
There is also concern that Republicans will thwart women's rights.
Most Republicans oppose ERA. (And apparently most Democrats do as
well, for neither the Democratic President nor Congress was successful
in convincing Democratic state legislatures to pass the amendment.) No,
not because anyone feels ladies should be subservient to the other sex,
but, using the words of Mr. Reagan, "because the amendment (ERA) will
take this problem out of the hands of elected legislators and put it in the
hands of unelected judges."
The opposition to ERA and other issues by the G.O.P.rand its
standard-beare- r
seems to be accredited to the popular fringe or single
issue' groups which have allegedly been controlling Mr. Reagan,, and
under the auspices of the latter, are' supposed to take control of
government come January. No analyst, liberal or conservative, is able to
determine how much an influence these groups had in this election.
Arguments go either way, but most likely (in view of the size of some
victories) their influence was not that great. But how much will fringe
groups control President Reagan? Probably little. If the Moral Majority,
and others, really had control of Mr. Reagan, Bin Brock would not be
party chairman; Sen Baker would not be succeeding Sen. Byrd as Senate
Majority Leader; and George Herbert Walker Bush would not be
' '
-elect.
, Yes, we dp have ills in our society, 31s that have only augmented under
26 years of Democratic dominance. Atlanta is in terror as a result of the
, deaths of 11 children. Our schools are rotten. Respect and compassion
are dissipating. Democrats and liberals were given a chance to wage war
.
on these problems.' They failed.
: ' It is good to know that many Americans are confronting problems
which they face rather than running from them by foretelling doom or
proffers paradise only to a white
suggesting that a certain president-elec- t
, male elite. Americans in Atlanta, black and white, rich and poor, have
banded together to form community action and mutual
of life. Parents are asking for better
'groups to prevent more-lo- ss
education, not worse education for children. And moralists (who are
attacked for .their traditional beliefs) seek values and sanctity of life, not
" : ; ;
,
the power to suppress or destroy.
The election of Ronald Reagan, rather than a landslide of moral
-- integrity, could well mean a great uplift of moral integrity. The American
people asked, for something new, for- a new beginning. Ronald Reagan
"
.
Z,.'. .'
answered them.
Timothy E. Spence
--

-

-

'

TELL THEM that, yes, you think

my-opmi- on

.

.

."-

--

vice-preside- nt

.

:

child-watc- h

's

;

--

r

Dear Editor ' "
t
The Student Government Association is concerned with the issue
of race relations at the College of
Wooster. Although the - college
expected to eliminate
cannot-bi racism in each individual, it is
responsible for creating an atmosphere in - which students' are
exposed to a variety
tives. and can .thus hroaden their
e.

(

.

of-persp-

ec-

--

then-piece-

.

-

other

minority professors
cont on pg. 4 .

.

--

-

'

:

--

own. There are presently five Black
faculty members on campus: in
light of this the SGA has sent the,
following resolution to all depart-- .
"
,
merit "chairpersons: :' V
;' The Student Government Asso-- r
ciation of the College of Wooster
; wishes to express concern with
the small number of Black and
.

destructive group bonds (white
and Black alike), and interact'
freely . racism could be a thing in
our past,
-

can already anticipate ?
response to this . as being
extremely ideafistica case of
I

--

oversimplifying the problem, and
being totally unrealistic ! think
people thrive on making things,
more ' complicated than , they -actually are. It's so much easier to
ignore , what can be done; to
observe and criticize. After all, if
things are;, reduced to the s
individual level, that means that we
as BttJe old students at the College
of Woo have in our realm, the
capability to rid our campus of this
evil. People are .afraid of such
responsfcinty. I know of at least
two who aren't though. . ' ';
Individual as well as group "
efforts most certainly have been '
and are being made to fight racism -on ,this campus.-I- t is at those who
havenY tried, or even thought of
--

--

.

--

attempting

to combat the

'

problem, that our attention needs

to be directed toward.
-- DougClewett
-

4"-

'-

-..-'.'

.

-

:

--

-

Box 1341
Ext. 280

Committee Suggested to Set
Guidelines for Chapel Useand ,
on

--

SGA Supports Minority Hiring of Profs

-

.
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cont from pg. 2
feeling before it is an individual
opinion even came close to getting one. The individual feeling can be
at the problem. The shame was the antecedent cause of the
that the opinion voiced simply was formation of an oppressing group.
not heard as demonstrated by the Simply put, people are not always
criticism and interpretations of it a part or supportive of a larger
that followed. Whether people racist group and then become
weren't listening or more seriously racist; they are often racist before
did not want to hear what was said they "become a part" of the larger
and chose to ignore it, the point whole. If they are not racist then
was lost amongst others that were obviously they do not become a"
part of the larger whole. These
being made and in
cannot be blanket statements for
needs desperately to-b- e
one must, take into account
regenerated.
What is racism, we ask? For rrie, institutionalized racism which can
it's a feefing on an individual level, affect individuals without their
C" 4
held against another. We all seem knowing.
to be familiar with whom the - It would follow then that since
victims of racism are, and the the problem can begin on' the
majority of those who are individual level, it should also be
concerned about this oppression combated there. This point is so
seem to always .pick at the vital yet so simple that it was
problem with the same point; that passed over within,! twenty
oppression can only be solved by seconds on ' Tuesday night,
the oppressors ceasing to act without generating any real
;
upon their feelings, and most discussion.
It seems aD too simple that we as
importantly ceasing to hold these
feelings. This is the point I feel the individuals can help toaOeviate the
lone voice on Tuesday night spoke problem of racism on this campus;
to, and I'm afraid I may have been so simple that people dorft even
one of three people who heard it. listen when the point is made. If
The point was a simple one; people people would be brave enough as
are individuals, and have the individuals to let go of . their
freedom to act as such. Whether a
person is black, white, purple or
green, they are an individual,
regardless if they choose to remain
as such or be part of a group.
Dear Editor
Groups are fine; I have no
Though 1 would rather spend an
problem with them. What I do entire, weekend in Akron than be
have problems with is . when thought of as a conservative
groups seemingly speak out and Christian. I must commiserate with
act as such, -- instead of the the view expressed in Mr. McCal-tsterindividuals who comprise the
letter that appeared hi the
group; when the fact is overlooked
Voice last week. Some of the
that a group is made up of things that have gone on in
individuals who are just that and McGaw Chapel are occasions for
can act as such, but do not. For shame for any college that claims
me, this is exactly the point at'
to have even a negligible refigious
which racism " rests on this connection.- Last" year's performcampus.
which
ance by "Second City"
From Tuesday- night's boldly
faith
Christian
mocked
the
discussion, as from those I had
was an effrontery to Christians
previously attended, some from TilBch to FalweH
individuals who are concerned
I would not have us be Puritanic
about oppression (specifically in I realize that McGaw is both a
this case racism) seem content to chapel and an auditorium, and so
sit back with the attitude that by
we must have secular as well as
,
criticizing and speaking
religious events in the building.
they have done their part in
There's nothing wrong or unadvancing the struggle.' I fail to see
christian about that arrangement 1
how re emphasizing the problem
danced on that attar of McGaw on
"of racism 'will solve it.
.
worshipped
Racism is not always a group. Saturday night
.

.

-i-b-

people, too, but not as capable people

Racism Battle Begins With Individuals '

.

-

i

--

d

..-an-

I
Sunday morning,
mere
was celebrating the joyful : fife
through Christ on both occasions. ,
Yet we must bear in mind that
McGaw is a place of worship and
events taking place in the chapel
not just secular but
will offend some people. Instead of
one side calling the other mindless
Puritans or displaced revolution-- aries. answered for 'course by the
condemnation to hell fire of one
group by another, why don't we
come to some vague guidelines
about what should and should not
be permitted to occur in the
chapel? Within limits. I think a
committee to discuss this: issue '
would be a good idea. T. - .
After all, Jesus did say that his
Father's house should be a house
of prayer. Just between you and
me. I don't think He'd mind a bit
some laughter, dancing, and in-- teDectuaL philosophical and polity
--

anti-Christi- an

.

,

m
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The Five Year Plan

The Internationalist

Reagan created around himself,
like the 'good' actor that he is, the
image of the certainty and self
of the American
confidence
people of the '50s.
He believes he presents the
reality. He confirms Mhat the
nightmare about the future was a
mistake, and he trys to appear
sincere, but sincerity, like virtue, is
an art.
The scenario of the ideal 'front
presidency has already begun and
it is dangerous. Using the mask of
"national security the status quo
is ready to impose controls. Nancy
and Ronald Reagan might present
the image of a friendly and

by Alkis Papademetriou

Now

that the American

presidential election is over, and
criticism by a foreigner would not

dare to constitute an "interference" in the American political
life, I would like to try to
demonstrate how European
political analysis explained the big
victory of the new president.
It seems to me that the

.

status quo, an

American

underhand but dominating power
has decided that
in American-life

authoritative controls are
important, in order to save the
country from its terrible

corruption of the previous years.
This status quo believes that
democracy is slowly disappearing
in a world where the resources of
wealth concentrate highly, and
great expectations are created
daily. It also believes that this
world should survive regardless of
whether Americans have to
sacrifice part of their personal
freedom.
It would have been fatal for this
kind of strategy if the man of the

happiness, but even they are
insignificant in controlling the
military-industri-

security".
Reagan, like any other president
in this country, is insignificant to

move without the powerful
support of this authoritative status
quo which actually runs this
country. The new strategy might
require the suppression of every
element considered "subversial"

against the "national security". It
might mean the return of the
policy of liquidation or political
beliefs controls. That might mean
that those who are suspected of
having "mistaken" views might
have .difficulties in finding and
keeping a job. It might overheat
again the policy of "us against
them," policy that Americans
disgracefully realized during the
McCarthy era, and seems they
have disgracefully forgotten.

al

the traditional

American values. He also believes
that there is some good in
everyone, he gives the impression
that he has self confidence, and he
inspires certainty. What one sees
of him is actually what he really is.
Reagan is the ideal' to be the

'front' president

McGaw Usage
Review
Needs
pg.
cont

Under his

administration, people will not be
able to realize jthe controls
imposed by the status-quo- ,
until it
is late for them to react.
Ronald Reagan creates the
impression that the happy days all
of the people expect are only a few
steps in the future, and that (here
are simple answers to even the

3

from

ical discussions. But when it comes
I'm afraid Til
to mocking His Son
have to stand with the conservative
Christians. A bit to the left, if you
please, and a httle up wind, but I'll
stand with them to the end. I
wonder who wins?

Rob Manning
Box 2135

most complicated problems.
Many Americans look for
confirmations that their system

the Nov. 7 issue of the
VOICE, it was incorrectly stated
that members of Judicial Board are
chosen by SAB. Members are
chosen by the Student Govern
ment Association. The VOICE,
apologizes for any inconveniences!
this error may have caused.
In

work eternally and Reagan is
supposedly the president to offer
these confirmations. He believes
that the U.S.A. is still the most
powerful country on earth, and
that Americans can still do
whatever they desire in this world.

will

"

status quo, and

al

react to the policy, style "national

power.
Ronald and Nancy Reagan are a
nice couple! The President elect

represents

flaBl

I

piaa

sympathetic certainty and

"oval office" were able to
understand the enormous power
that is concentrated around him.
The strategy asks for a president
that would be trustful to the
American people and unable to
fight the
para-government-

fcy

Women Athletes
Support Program
cont from pg. 1
to refutiate the
idea that male coaches "bend the
Nichols is quick

rules for male athletes, saying, "the
men are just as interested in getting
student athletes."
Lisa Seward, President of WAA,
is proud of the generally high
caliber of women athletes. She
explains that while many women
in varsity sports are PE majors
there are chemistry, history, speech
and English majors as well, all
academically challenging majors.
The lack of practice field for
women's field hockey and lacrosse
is a concern for women athletes.
Practice fields for men's sports are
available, making women aware of
the priorities in the athletics
--

department. Nichols, however,
explains that though the women
have no practice field they have

the best field in Ohio, adding that
there is not the room to expand the
field. She added that the way in
which the new field hockey and
lacrosse coach runs her practices
there is not the demand for
another field as was in previous
years.
Athletes and coaches alike feel
that one priority for women's
sports, is to continue providing
wholesome competitive experience for women. Hopes for a
varsity soccer team in the next year
are also high. But as many women
feel, there is something more to a
successful athletic program. Levine
captures the mood, saying, "the
people are what makes it really
special. . .There's a lot of caring."

FULL-TUITIO-

other ones. They said it so much, I
wondered if I should believe it.
Another example of this
might be in sections
calling themselves fraternities. Most
fraternities own houses where the
members live, belong to national
organizations, and provide their
own food service. Wooster sections
do none of these things. Some
members say they are really only
social clubs, not brotherhoods. But
maybe they can convince themselves that they are fraternities by
telling themselves they are. Sometimes if you say something often
enough, you start to believe it.
Along these same lines, if you
say Wooster is an
quality institution often enough,
maybe youll believe it. I don't.
There are too many cake courses,
and maybe even a few cake majors
here. Most of the offerings are
good. 1 think, but we shouldn't be
satisfied until they are all good,
every one of them.

Owen Graduate School of Management of Vanderbilt University is pleased to announce its 1981-6- 2
MBA Scholarship
Program. Outstanding men and women seeking ultimata
management careers are encouraged to apply.
The MBA Scholarship rogram is designed to recognize exceptional academic- - achievement
and leadership ability.
Scholarships are awarded solely on the basis of merit Need
is not a prerequisite.
Students in any undergraduate major are eligible to apply.
Completed applications are due by March 15. 1981. All applicants will be notified of the Selection Committee's final
decision by April 1, 1981.
For further information and application material, pieaaa write or call.
--
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politics,

n

alumni agitation (or suggestion),
the need to present an image to
prospective students, and lack of
unlimited funds hamper the forces
of change. Only so much can be
done within the constraints of time,
money, and external support But
that doesn't mean we ought to
forget it ratherAve would do well to
think about the problem.
Another thing to think about is
the complaints of students: the
disaffection of Wooster's Blacks
with the White perspective on
culture and intellect; trje disillusionment of foreign- - students with the
other students apathy towards
international affairs; the frustration
of white males, who feel like they
get an undue share of blame for
the world's ills, and sometimes feel
ignored for all the attention given
to special interest groups; and the
disappointment of many women
with what they see as an unfair and
unrealistic dominant attitude.
Are these complaints legitimate
and reasonable? If so; what shall
we do to remedy them?
One final question is, "How do
we discuss the questions?" There
has been some talk in these pages
and in old faculty committee
reports of being nice. If nice means '
trying to understand other people
and being polite, well, yes, we
ought to be nice. If we're working
for a world of peace, progress, and
understanding, we won't make it if
we can't understand and make
peace with people here on this
campus. How can we legitimately
expect the US and Russia to get
along when the residents of
Douglass and Bissman don't see
'
'
:
;
eye to eye?
Alright, no more ranting and
raving. It's time for me to hang up
my typewriter (what a feat). I hope
my comments aren't taken as the
parting shots of a bitter student at
the College. They are not. and I am
not. In fact. I hold Wooster In high
esteem, and I'd like to thank all the
students, teachers, faculty, and staff
who have made my college ex.

:

--

perience

so. enjoyable

and

productive.
It's, been a good five years.

SGA Supports Recruitment
Of More Minority Professors

.

vratmrnmir
INIViniilil

Schoiarsnip Program

self-convinci-

' conf from pg.. 3
presently on campus. As students we realize the importance
of role models during the college
years and are concerned with
the lack of such models offered
to minority students at Wooster.

MBA SCHOLARSHIPS

N

This isn't an easy thing to

Johnson

true. They always compared
Wooster to other colleges, asserting that it's "just as good" as the

SCHOLARSHIPS
TWO-YEA- R,

Eric

Nostalgia sweeps over me now
and again. Long looks at the trees
framed irr the Kauke Archway,
walking a little slower through the
Oak Grove, kicking the leaves with
extra vigor, these are my last
chances to savor Wooster. Most of
the people I entered with have
already graduated. Some are in
graduate schools or working at
"real" jobs; some are married, h
makes me feel old and young all at
the same time.
Before this degenerates into a
maudlin recollection of my "good
old college days," I'd like to
publicly express a few of my
thoughts on the institution, on our
school.
One thing that I've noticed in my
time here is Wooster's "chip on the
shoulder. Since I was a freshman,
assorted faculty and students have
continually told me what a great
school Wooster is.. The intellectual
challenge, the tough academic
load, ... it's a familiar litany. But it
seemed they were trying just as
hard to convince themselves as
they were trying to convince me I
that what they were saying was

rS,,n :u

We are aware ot the ditiicuiiies
of hiring minority professors in
today's highly competitive job
market, and yet we believe a
greater effort to do so; by the
department chairpersons would
be in the spirit of the ideals and
objectives of this Liberal Arts institution. Therefore, the Student
Government Association strong-- ly encourages an, increase in the
efforts to recruit Black and other
minority faculty members.
The recruitment of Black and
other minority professors is a
concern not only "of the Black
Community, but of the entire
student body. The SGA has put
forth this resolution as a challenge
to the faculty and to the college
community as a whole.
'
KatyKnall
SGA President
.
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Student Frustrated with Wooster Theatre Directs Van Gogh Play
by Karen McCartney
American .tourists in Europe
usually return with all sorts of
souvenirs: clothing, beer steins,
photographs, trinkets. Paul Hartje
returned with an idea to write a
play about Vincent Van Gogh.
"His paintings introduced me .to'
the art world." said Paul; "they are
so simple, yet energized. They are
paintings I could touch." Seeing
Van Gogh's originals, with the
paint "globbed on", and the places
he worked,' gave Paul the inspiration to learn more about this
. tormented
artist.
Paul read a biography about
Van Gogh and found himself
struck by the desires and obsessions of this painter, "there was so
much there," he said. His particular
fascination in research was about
Van Gogh's younger years, his
adolescence and early twenties. It
was not until Van Gogh was
twenty-sevethat he decided he
was to be an artist for the rest of his
life. .The .. play is biographical,
spanning years from the artist at 20
till he died at 37.
Paul's interest in Vincent Van
Gogh blossomed into the idea of a
play. "Before I'm a writer I'm an
actor," said Paul "the character
possibilities of Van Gogh really
struck me." English professor Ray
McCall showed enthusiasm for
Paul's project while cautioning
that it would always be changing.
Paul tended to try to decide how.
,

n

Woman Directs
Marching Band
When Jad Van Leeuwen of
Hanover joined The College of
Wooster marching band in 1977
r
l
.U.n A rnnnA ilia
kilt,
tradition
a
MacLeod
and gold
at Wooster for 40 years. This
season, however. Van Leeuwen
broke tradition when she added to
her kilt the one and a half foot high
black ostrich feather bonnet of
the first woman to
drum major
do so in 30 years.
"Traditionally, a man has been
the drum major. butl've wanted
the job since my freshman year. I
knew I could handle the responsibilities, so I applied." said the senior
geology major and music minor:
Van . Leeuwen and two men
competed for the spot Candidates
were judged on their articulation
and volume in shouting the drum
major's commands of
K1;w-l-

tv&slitij-knsk-

"ten-fiut-

V.

"right-face- "

"fall-out.- "

"about-face.- "

and "left face." Candidates
also were screened on their ability
to conduct the band in concert
pieces for a marching show.
Another not so small item involved
demonstrating the ability to handle
the 5 foot long. 72 ounce drum
major's mace.
j During practices the drum major
helps band director Dr. Stuart J.

He spent the fall revising again
and again, typing and retyping. It
will finally be produced
next
winter. It had been written as a
show because the idea of
one character on stage, "naked
and simple," appealed to PauL Yet
Vincent's life was too involved with
others, especially his brother Theo,
for this to be possible. Now the
show has six parts. But still; as the
actor Paul said, "I wrote all these
parts for me."
So why is he not acting in his
play? "If I acted I'd have to find a
director who would do what I
wanted yet not be afraid to criticize
me. Besides, I think directing a play
is like creating a community," said
Paul He feels the "ensemble
aspects of a play" are crucial to its
it.

he wanted things to stay, finished
and inactive. Now he admits that
the play will never be truly finished
until it is actually performed.
"I think of a playwright as
someone who has an idea, writes' a
dialogue, and works with specific
actors and actresses. I almost see
him sitting in the theater, writing his
play. But my play was written in
my room, and McCall's office. It
seemed more like a literary work
than something to be produced. By
the end, I didn't think I wanted to
see it. It had been an educational
experience (to use a hackneyed
expression) but was often too
much, to the point of breaking,"
Paul said.
As Paul said, it's almost natural
once you write a play to want to
see it Though he finished it as his
senior I S. last spring, it "called" to
him over the summer to really
finish it So he started a tutorial
with Annetta Jefferson to work on

1

one-ma- n

--

vitality.

The final and one of the most
important questions about Paul's,
play, is why he disassociated
himself from the Theater depart

ment and indeed any department

He is vehement in his desire to be
independent from the restrictions
and expectations incurred if he
were to use Freedlander's facilities.
Like last spring's production of
Waiting for Godot, in. which Paul
acted, he did not want to be .under
rules and limitations. "It was our
enthusiasm, that sustained us in
Godot, and that's what theater
should be," he said.
Paul is frustrated with the theater
productions and the Speech
Theater department here at Wooster. which is why he majored in
English. He feels the speech classes
are often worthless. "The whole
atmosphere in the theater, and the
way plays are chosen, is stifling,"
he said, "they don't do justice to
the creativity, the diversity, the
vastness of the- stage."
"Freedlander's plays are entertaining." he said, "but they need to
go beyond entertainment to educa- .

-
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by Susan Reid

Sunday evening at 8:15 the
Wooster Chorus and the Concert
Choir will be presenting - the
college's annual Christmas concert
in McGaw Chapel. The format for
this concert will vary from the
traditional festival of lessons and
carols, with two major works, the
Bach Magnificat and the Britten
Ceremony of Carols being
instead.
The Magnificat in D Major will be
performed by both the Concert
Choir and the Wooster Chorus
under the direction ' of 'John
Russell, and will be accompanied
by a full orchestra, including
strings, timpany. organ, trumpets,
oboe, and flutes. Soloists will be
Bracken, soprano
Kimberiy
Karen Davis soprano II; Sarah
Vodrey, alto; Alan Gasser, tenor,
and Paul Fletcher, bass.
The music itself is complex, full,
and exceptionally beautiful, demanding a great deal of energy
and competence from the five part
chorus of approximately 150
voices the soloists, and the
orchestra. This Sunday's performance of this classic work
should be very exciting.
' Benjamin Britten's A Ceremony
of Carols, to be performed by the
52 member Wooster Chorus, also
under the direction of John
Russell, is a very different compo
d

.

t
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be alive on campus, students
wiU have to create it. This is what
Vincent Van Gogh is all about

Classified Ads

.

SENIORS INTERESTED IN AN
Qualified Seniors, in any
MBA
undergraduate
major, seeking
leadership roles in business
management, are encouraged to

investigate the opportunities

sition. Accompanied only by harp,
the piece is set to a variety of

choirs

poems containing some beautiful
depictions of the nativity, written in
varying forms of Old English, Latin,
and modem English. The piece

evening. Sunday. Nov. 16. at 8:15

presents an entirely different
challenge with its seeming simplicity, and actual complexity of
melody, harmony and rhythm.
Originally set for boys choir, with
treble voices lending an eerie
quality to Britten's melodies, the
transposed piece, sung by fuU choir
is a mysterious and rich musical
experience.
The harp accompaniment will be
performed by Patrice Lockhart,
who will be returning to campus
from study with the principle
harpist of the Boston Symphony
for this concert. Soloists for this
piece will be Linda Humphreys.
Susan Curie. David Underwood.
Linda Leidy and Susan Reid.
Both of these pieces combine to
express the joy and mystery of the
Christmas season, as well as
providing a wonderful musical
combination. For those who enjoy
good choral music, these two
The

formed

hewly

Student

Health Advisory Board (SHAB) is
sponsoring a un run" on" Saturday morning. Nov. 15. at 10
o'clock..

f

wiH be .combining efforts to
provide a wonderful x musical
--

available to them at Vanderbilt

University.

Write: Office of

Admission, Room 601, Owen
Graduate School of Management.
Chj-LwI--

I

kil

Inn Mrcifi

t

McVm

p.m.
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Bookboard
Is An Alternative
Co-o- p

Tired of selling books back to the
Bookstore at the end of the
quarter? Don't. There is an alternative.. SGA is sponsoring a
Book board. The
student
Bookboard offers a unique opportunity for students to seU books
directly to other students. Find out
what books will be used again, and
save them until next quarter to seO
them. You get the total resale
value of a book. The bookboard is
student organized and run and
needs your support. It is located irw
Lowry between room 120 and the
co-o- p

facilities office.

. MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted: Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally. '
Write credit manager P.O. Box
537. Shplhwille. Ind. 46176.

For sale: 1968 V.W. Squareback.
fair condition. Over 22 mpg city,
close to 30 mpg highway. $300 or
bestoffer. Contact Ext. 212.
SERVICES ,
.
ABORTION:, Akron ' WdmenV
Clinic offers
4
mnKAont'ul. abortions UD
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
safe.-personaliz-

ed

-

Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.
Call toll free

100 362 9150.

TEACHERS

Chi -

-

,

Frv7
v

k-

n

tsv

-j

.

WAYKE
COUNTY
UATIOIJAL
DAKX

"execute steps professionally, halting on the right musical counts and
marching in straight, lines.
Van Leeuwen feels that her

success will encourage

OTMUSHEI IMS

more

women to compete for drum major
in the future.

X

"Ask a Peace Corps volunteer why she teaches
deaf education in Thai land... asK anotner voiunieer
why he works as a teacher trainer in Kenya
They'll probably say they want to help people,
want to use their skills, travel, learn a new language
and experience another culture. Ask them:

I

Nov. 20
Interviews at

.

K

BE ALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-

H

(Just North of the College)
Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O- p
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15

Offices Throughout The
Community To Serve
Your Banking Needs
MEMBER: FDIC

.

mTL

TN 37203.

Student Accounts

We Welcome

--
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Stirring Changes in Candlelight Concert

per-forme-

tion. There should be more than
fun or money involved." Paul has
always been interested in atypical
theater but feels lately there has
tttot fnr that Hr 7st
' Wooster
"There is no encouragement to
be. daring, to learn by trying She
impossible. It's come to the point
where our facilities are more
readily offered to visiting' prosaid.
ductions than students."-Pau- l
He feels the department is not for
students.' Too many are discouraged by shows of poor quality and

Career Planning and Placement
i

'

1-800-

-521

.

--
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Debating Involves Extensive Research
Into U.S. Foreign Policy Cornrhitrnent

0

8

X--

according to

J

chairman

Sanders,
the speech

Dr.-- :

ofv

--

department and debating coach.
The team was established in the
early 1900's. Sanders has been
associated with the debating team
for fourteen years.
Wooster follows a modified
version of Oxford Style or
debate. It consists of
team. Each person
a
gives a ten minute speech of
material for the affirmative and
rebutted sides of the assigned
topic. The speaker is then
for three minutes by a
member of the opposing team. A
five minute rebuttal follows. On
the average, a tournament lasts
one hour and twelve minutes.
Members must make their cases
concisely and within the allotted
cross-examinati-

two-ma-

DANCERS take flight in Friday night's performance of "Spirit", in McGaw at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are
$.50. Photo by Rodger PelagallL

NCAA More Costly and Restrictive

including the Executive Council.
Women athletes also hold the right
of appeal. In short, AIAW offers
the students a voice, while the
NCAA does not.
3. The NCAA has never
supplied any figures regarding the
cost of the programs it plans to
"sponsor" for women. It would be
irrational for institutions to expect
that they would pay less if all
programs were under NCAA
governance. Institutional dues to

NCAA would certainly
increase as the NCAA needs more
the

funds to operate women's

programs, unless, of course, they
plan to cut the men's budget.
4. The NCAA is, according to its

proposal, planning to sponsor five
championships for women, while
the AIAW currently offers 39
in 17 sports.
championships
According to the NCAA proposal,
women would be allowed to
operate under AIAW rules until
1985. After that time, or sooner,
the women will have to follow
NCAA rules and regulations. The
NCAA sponsorship of women's
championships will obviously lead
to a complete takeover of the
AIAW and its philosophy. It is
clear, considering
the philo-

differences between the AIAW
and NCAA are too numerous to
mention here. Because of our
great commitment to the AIAW
and its philosophy, and our desire
to allow the public to fully
understand the concept of AIAW,
AIAW supporters and Misters
Bruce, Collins and Guldin will
participate in an open forum on
Monday, November 17, at 7 p.m.
in Lowry Center Pit. We
encourage all to attend!

differences of the organizations,
that women participating under
NCAA rules- - could not be
acceptable to AIAW members and

AIAW A I D. Delegates from:
The College of Wooster
Oberlin College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Valparaiso University
,
Lake Erie College

sophical and organizational

supporters.
The AIAW serves as an
alternate model for intercollegiate
sports. We believe that it is a
model that must be given a chance
to fully develop its potential. The

MATH -- SCIENCE

Brooke' Bashore
Lisa Seward
This letter was endorsed by:

Women

The College of

-

Wooster
37 College of Wooster students;
Faculty and Administration
(names available upon request)

--

.

increase its 'foreign military

commitments. " The team must

then

do

extensive

-

research

concerning the strengths,

weaknesses and various other
facets of the topic. Both sides must
be prepared for a debate.
Since every other participating
college has prepared the same
topic, debating is a test of researchSanders
teams wotk
abilities. Iwo-ma- n
together in gathering research. NCAA Interference
They must carefully perfect their Shows Hypocrisy cases so as to work as a unit.
cont from pg. 2
Tournament activity is not Emited
team. Travel women) should be regarded as. a
to one
schedules are worked out reflection of the philosophy of the r
between students and the coach,
athletic program, as well
so representatives vary- - Women women's
we have from the c
support
the
as
on the national debating circuit are College to maintain and develop
m the minority. However, at
program as we choose.
Wooster the team has seen ' as that
can indeed be proud of '
Wooster
many women as men.
AIAW Conference. National
the
The size of the Wooster debate level officers were here to address
team changes from quarter tp the conference and to participate
quarter, due to the demanding in open discussions with the
delegates, who were students
-

e

.

n

from AIAW Division III colleges in
Ohio. One of the strengths of
AIAW is that students are voting

Typewriter Rentals
and Repairs
at

JB Typewriter Service
2522 Cleveland Rd.

..

members on sport committees,
and at other levels of governance.
NCAA does not havestudents as
voting members on any level of its
governance.
The women do not need or want
the NCAA to interfere with their
programs which are already

if

'Most Brands'

I.B.M.

d

time.
Each year, a national topic is
assigned to all debate teams in the
country. This year's topic is as
follows, "It is resolved that the
United States should significantly

two-perso-

The 'Committee on the Status of

on

n

cross-examine-

cont from pg. 2
is concerned with women as
students first. Athletics are just a
part of the total educational
experience. Women student
athletes have voting representation at all levels of the AIAVV,

amount of research involved. On
the average, there are between 8
and 10 'members. The team-- ,
encompasses various majors, but
frequently consists of political
science and economics majors. As
a matter of fact, there are fewer
speech majors than might be
expected.
The debate team is different
from our athletic teams because
we compete on a national scale. In
1970 Wooster won the national
championship (that team was
mixed; one man, one women),
making us the top debating team in
the country. Since then, Wooster
has been among the top five teams
six times. Dartmouth, Johns
Hopkins, and U.S.C.are a few of
the numerous victories that the
team has had so far this year.
The Charles Wishart Memorial
Tournament,, ""held yearly at
Wooster, is scheduled for Jan. 9
and 10, 1981. Top teams from this
part of the country are present,
and the debate' is open to the
public. The debating season is
from October to February. The
district qualifying tournament is
held in March, which must be won
before going on to Nationals.
Debating is" open to anyone,
experience is not necessary. In the
past,-somof our best debaters
have had no previous experience.
"Debating is a lot of hard work, but
members "have fun." .Anyone
interested is urged to contact Dr.

by C. Clara Nelson
'The oldest continuous activity
on campus is the debate team,"

345-74-05

'

established.

--

.

'

r

Nan Nichols
Women s Athletic Director

Peace Corps Rep
Will Visit Campus '

es$s3:s'J25 Pizza
764
Ask a Peace Corps volunteer why she teaches math and
general science to high school students in Liberia, West
Africa... Ask another volunteer why he teaches biology and
physics in the Pacific Islands. They'll probably say they
want to help people, want to use their skills, travel, learn a
new language or experience another culture. Ask them:

Nov. 20

Interviews at
Career Planning and Placement
1-800-5-

PERPS

21-8686

Pittsburgh

'Avenue .' . i.
The Pizza with the Big Secret!
'

.

Made to Order - Cheese. PepperonL Saucave.
Mushroom, Anchovies. Peppers, Onion"

:

?rk

':
Unbaked pizza to go "
Also Serving Italian American Foods;

.

Phone No:

Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m.

Fri.

Sat-5p.m.-2a.-

Sunday

263-019- 0.

m.

Carry-Ou-

t

Only

5-1- 2;

ciosea rues;.

"

and

"

VISTA volunteers will conduct
interviews for College of Wooster
seniors at Career Planning and
.

.

,

Peace "Corps

Former

.

Come See .Us:

--

Peace Corps or VISTA
(Volunteers' in Service to

WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
v

Detroit-Nov- .
10Faced with
spiraling inflation and record
unemployment, more ind more
college graduates are opting to get
away from it all by joining the

Placement on November . 20.
Students are encouraged to bring
completed applications to their
.

interview appointments.

- For further information ort
Peace Corps and VISTA call
toll-fre- e

1-8-

00

521-868-

6.

.

-

.
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Cross Country Wraps It Up
by David Bryan
Now' that the cross country
season is over for all but two
runners, and since this is the last
issue of the Voice for the quarter,
here is a recap of what went on
during this year's cross country
--

season:

Wooster 33, Bluffton 85
Invitational
Sept.
11th out of 26 teams; 4th out of 9
?7-Malo-

--

ne

OAC schools

Oct.

33, Kenyon 36,

4-Wooster

Oberlin 72

Oct.

-

.

24,

11-Woos- ter

-

kingum 33

Mus-

Ohio Meet - Finished
Oct.
in the top 13 of all schools
20, Wooster 35;.
Oct.
Rick Sayer (25:41) new course
record J.
17-A1- 1

21-Wal-

Nov.

Championship

AC

runner

showed - consistent

improvement throughout the yeai
and contributed to the overall
performance of the team. We were
a little disappointed at the
Conference meet because we
expected to come in fourthwhich
would have qualified the whole
team to go to riegionals. We do
have two runners, John Carwile
"and John Metz, who will be going
to regjonals. They came in 13th
and 15th, respectively. Ohio
Northern just slippedjy us and we
were disappointed about that, but
very glad that both Johns got to go
on," he commented while looking
back over the results of the race.

Meet - 5th "but of 13 teams
"We had an excellent season,

Scotties Lose Close Match tb Muskiesr
Lost Bid for States, Season Endsrr- errors late in the game. Kim Koch
had good "roll" shots (volleyball
terminology, which refers to a
short, soft, spike). Kris Leslie, and

by Al Cleveland

The Central Satellitepivision III
Volleyball Tournament was
hosted by the College of Wooster
on Mondav and Tuesday,
November 10 and 11.
On Monday night, the first and
second round games were held.
On "Tuesday, the championship
and third and fourth place games
were held.
On Monday, Wooster .and
Muskingum were awarded Byes
rhirrno first round action.
Kenyon College, coached by
Sandy Martin, met Mount Union
College, under the direction of
Marjorie Cook. Mount Union
defeated Kent (15-7- )
Walsh College, the Cavaliers,

Amy Hoffman played fine games..

There are four Satellite

Tournaments held in Division HI
Volleyball The winner of " each
Satellite Tournament advances to
the State Tournament at Rio
team hosting
Grande College-Th- e
the tournament alsQ participates.
There are three teams in Division
III colleges that will receive a bid to
the State Tournament. Head
Coach Geri Knortz will be
attending a meeting on November
12, and will find out if the Wooster
Scotties will be competing in the
State Volleyball action.
- The spiking Scotties are sorry to
be losing two seniors to
graduation,' Amy Hoffman and

.

,--

(17-15- ).

coached,

by- - Missy Long,
M alone College, the

seasonVtri-captain-

were:

s

"

Carwile. Only Carwile andletz
are still running now, and will
participate in the regional meet
this Saturday Best of luck to them
and congratulations to the rest of
the team on a super year.

de Guzman Going
To Regionals, 15th
This is the first year for women's
cross country to be a varsity sport.
And this, is the first year for a
Scottie to compete in a national
cross country meet.Theresa de Guzman qualified
for the AIAW Cross Country

.

sh

1-O-

maybe not if you look at things
,
but if you look at
overall improvement of individuals
and the team as a whole, then we
hadan excellent year," said Coach
Jim Bean as "we talked. "Every
standings-wise-

This

John Carwile, John Metz and Tom
Litzler. Earning letters were: 1st
year - Jim Clark; 2nd year - Kevin
Quinn, Tom Litzler and Mark
Elderbrock; 3rd year - John Metz
and 4th year letterman - John

-

.

SENIOR KIM LARIMORE brings American culture alive in her
I.
production of "Is That All There IsVin Schoolroy Theatre,
oai. bi o:i3 p.m. iicKeis are f i.uu. rnuiu uy rvouger reidgoui..

Nationals after placing 13th in
regional competition Saturday fof
The .College of Wooster at the

University

of Wisconsin

Madison.

The top 15 runners in regional
action earned a berth in national
competition at the University of
Washington in Seattle, Nov. 15.
- De Guzman has improved
consistently during the season,
according to Head Coach Craig

' - iair lYiovemeni
XT

l

.

!-

College Special
$12 Cut & Style

establishes a strong base for the
team to build on next year, to
improve our
record."
1--

--

-

confronted
Lady ' Pioneers, coached by Mary LeSourd.
on a successful
Sharon Wellsby. Walsh beat , Congratulations
:
,
season.
Matone (15) (15-5- In second round action, the
Muskingum "Muskies" coached
bv' Sue Wilkinson, challenged
Mount Union and won (15-1- )

If

I
I

11
-

: -

-

1

,

J

Perms
Perm
$32
Our Best
Includes Cutting, Styling,
and Conditioning

"v$39

V
I

1

-

ilfiN MnrkptSt.

;
v

rCall for ADDOintmenl

Wooster. Ohio

.

ri - qc989R

I

Open 7 Days '.
6:30 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Master Charge and Visa
135 S. Marker . 262-5151

y Don't let your quarter end with silence..

).

(15-13-

)

.

i

-

CITY NEWS
I

"WW

"

4

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
PAPERBACKS
SMOKERS' SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
FRESH ROASTED NUTS
GAG GIFTS
MINI DRUG LINE

A

.

For $8

Penney. ''Her performance

-

'

T IT

n AMERICAN NOISE

).

D

with

At the same time, the exciting
Wooster Scotties, with coach Geri
Knortz, encountered the .Walsh
)
Cavaliers. Wooster won
(15-12-

r

(15-10- ).

.

Wooster played
beat Walsh, but not up to their,
They moved very well,'
potential:
.
.
.
II
i
since waisn nit so many iree pans.
wefl-enough-t-

-

o

1

--

Diane Buchanan was really hitting
hard, and Kris Leslie,' Mary
LeSourd, - and Amy Hoffman
played well. Wooster set the
tempo in these games.
In the match to determine tne
third and fourth place teams,
Walsh met with Mount Union.
Walsh won the best of five match.
which was played to five games,
p
v
MC tt .
iC r 10 f. 1C wrw-i9-i- t f yis-i'competition was tough, but
The
"
Walsh dominated the match.
The Muskies met the Wooster
Fighting Scotties.
(9:15)
. They beat Wooster (15-7- )
: (15-7- )
After the first gamer
Wooster regrouped, and pulled
together. In-- the
themselves
Wooster. had the
game,
second
mmvntum. controllinq the qame"
(9:2) at one point, and they played
their game. Ihe 5cotties played
very well together as a cohesive
unit. "During the match, the
blocking was good, and the ball
In
solidly hit and
"was
v
the last game, the score went to a
)
tie, "The pressure was really
on. Wooster made some mental
--

--

Ki-i-

m

y Thursday,

i

Nov. 20

9 P.M.

Ashland College
Convocation Center
Tickets available at Lowry Center

o-- w

o)

--

(16-14-

).

"

,

well-place-

(14-14-

D

Ask a Peace Corps volunteer nurse or mitrtuoni.si why sho teaches basic
health care to rural villagers in Kl Salvador. Ask a VISTA community
worker why he organizes neighbors in St. Ixuis ti se up a free health
clinic. They'll probably ksv they want to help people, want to use their
l
change, maybe learn a new language or
skills, be involved in
them:
Ask
culture.
- vexperience another
MK-ia-

AC Students
Non-Stude- nts

g

All

...;.v.$3.00
. $3.50

. . . .

tickets at door

.

.$4.00

-

.-

Nov. 20

v

-

r

'

r:t.:'

--

-

Jntervlews at
Career Planning end Placemepl

'.'y

-

;

. 1 - 600 - 521 - 8SSS

1
-

:.:

y For inforrtiation, call: H
1
(419)
289-413-

d.

V

n
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Scots Finish Season, Win Big,
Record Hollman's Best in 4 Years
31-2- 1

by David Bryan
The Fighting Scots, after a
rocky start, came back with 25
second half points to defeat the
,
in
Muskies of Muskingum,
their final contest of the year. After
being held to a touchdown pass
from Ron Wright to Chris
Romano, with seconds left in the
first half, the Scots came out
smoking in the second half, scoring the first five, out of six, times
they had control of the ball in the
31-21-

second half.
The Muskies scored on a

42-y-

d.

field goal by Van Fossen with 7:05
left in the first quarter. Muskingum
got good field position due to a
Rich Leone fumble on the Woo 40

Scots were penalized and called
on Anna to kick another field goal,
which he did.
Once more the tough Scot
defense came through as John
Queener blocked a Muskie punt
and Steve Sibbio fell on the ball.

the third score of the second half.
Greg Donatelli bulled his way intoH
the end zone from two yards out to
seven play drive. The Rich Leone scored eight plays later
cap a
PAT pass failed and the Scots led and for all practical purposes, the
for the second time in the second game was all over.
I would just like to take this
half,
The Muskies fumbled the space to congratulate the Fighting
ensuing kickoff, setting up a Keith Scots football team, down to the
Anna field goal of 31 yards. Anna's very last player, who made the
with Scots what they were this year.
kick made the score
Congratulations on a fine season,
1:11 remaining in the quarter. The
Mighty Scot "D" held once more,
the best in Coach Hollman's
and at the start of the fourth four years here. Be proud of this
quarter, the Scots stated a team, C.O.W., they have earned

Bowling
- 4 A
2. 1A
3. 7AA
4. 7 A
5. Sparkeys
6. AM
7. 5 A
1-

39-yd- .,

18-1- 3.

21-1-

3

6-2-- 1,

drive on their owrv 45. Upon
reaching the Muskingum 2, the

it.

I

Football
1. Crandall
2. Harambee
3. 5A
4. 7 A
5. 6 A
6. 1 A
7. Alpha Chi Arnold
8. Douglass
9. Immune System
10. Rasputins

Flair Travel

L
4

W
20

Consultants

.7io

17
14
14
12

346 E BOWMAN ST.

10
12
13
16

11
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For Your Convenience 4
Just off the College Campus

W
9

L
0

6
5
5
4
3
3

3
3

0

4

0
0

0

9

8'

1

5
5
6

18

Book Now For'
Thanksgiving and

T
0
0

CALL

j

0

4

Christmas

1

0

-- 1

264-650-

5'

Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305

0

and an intercepted Barney pass at
the Woo 45 on the Scots first two
series of plays. After the fumble,
the Scot "D" forced a punt, but the
interception gave it right back. On
the seventh play of their second
possession. Van Fossen hit his
field goal.

The two teams then traded
punts and turnovers into the early
stages of the second quarter when
Wooster started a drive on their
own 34 and moved to the
Muskingum 14 before Barney
fumbled on a pitch and the
Muskies recovered on their
line. Mark Griggs did most of
the leg work on the drive, picking
up 28 yards on 5 carries. The
Muskies came right back with a
drive of their own to the Woo 8,
from which the Muskies kicked a
21-yar- d

25-y-

d.

I

for

I

V

field goal.

,
the Scots
After a short
line.
started on their own .
With Ron Wright at the helm, they
moved down the field in an
assortment of passing, running
and penalties on the Muskies.
Wright's pass to Romano ended
the shutout and left the score
at the half when Anna's kick was
no good.
After regrouping at halftime, the
Scots came out and stiffened up
on defense and when Joe Neroni
stopped the first Muskies drive of
the second half, the Scots took it
all the wQdown the field to score.
Greg Barney threw a
TD
pass to Terry Goodman, a
sophomore wide receiver, with
6:43 remaining in the third quarter.
An attempted run for the extra,
points failed, leaving the score 12-in favor of the Scots.
The Muskies QB, McNicol,
wasted no time getting them back
on the board, as he teamed up with
TD pass.
John Carlos for a
The extra point was good and the
in favor of the
score was then
Muskies, with 5:21 remaining in
the third quarter.
.
A
kickoff return by Tim
"TJ" Jackson set the Scots up for
kick-off-

44-yd-

6-- 6

33-y-

d.

II

Boy Bade Begems:

6,

69-y-

d.

Foiday, Mov.

211

--

13-1- 2

48-yd-

Wednesday,

IMIov.

26
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